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Abstract
The paper puts forward a kind of mechanism design scheme, the mechanism can automatically detect the
blackboard chalk stains, and erase the font, keep the blackboard clean. In this paper, the hardware system and
software have been connected with each other, and tell us how to get installed. It introduces the principle of the
mechanism, the method of image processing, and calculates the relationship of the displacement, velocity,
acceleration and structure. This wipe mechanism adopts crank slider mechanism which has a good wipe effect.
Keywords: blackboard eraser institution, intelligent, wipe, image processing, crank slider mechanism
1. Introduction
The traditional blackboard chalk dust is a common problem in the traditional blackboard-eraser-chalk
architecture (Ren, 2002). Lots of improved blackboard eraser structure came into being, but these improvements
changed the original wipe, or not fundamentally solve the problem, or too costly and difficult to spread (Hu &
Wan, 2008). For this reason, the design is based on the traditional blackboard-eraser-chalk called intelligent wipe
chalk system, its connotation of “smart” includes moving, positioning, wipe (Wang, Song, & Wang, 2009). The
design is able to achieve automated clean the blackboard and collect dust, which has a good prospect.
Bodies base on traditional blackboard and eraser size. The mechanism consists of three motors A, B, and C, three
guide rails a, b, c, three sliders 1, 2, 3 and a slider-crank mechanism. Slider 1 and slider 4 are connected by rails
c, and rails c is installed on them, can be moved in parallel with the slider, power-driven provided by three
motors A, B, C. Motor A drives the left and right movement of beams c, and motor B drives the vertical
movement of the slider 3, C is the power source of the slider-crank mechanism which driven rotary motion slider
to rub c moving up and down along the rail, together with the installation in 2 below the blackboard (Chart 1).
The process is carried out as follows: the power of beam c comes from the motor A, the rail transfers the power.
Motor A forward and reverse rotation drives the beam C forward or back movement. Motor B forward and
reverse rotation drives the slider 3 upward and downward movement. The method is able to reach the special
position, and then eraser cleans the blackboard. Motor C is installed in block 3 internal provides power for
Slider-crank mechanism, pushes the slider 2 up-and-down along the rail c. Slider 2 is a combination of the
movement of a, b, c, performs wipe. When the wipe is finished, A, B motor work and C motor stop, blackboard
eraser returns to the original position, waiting for the next wipe.
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Chart 1. M
Mechanical struucture
The blackbboard surface is
i as the X-O-Y
Y plane.
When the eraser begins to wipe, beam
m is at the lefft-most of the blackboard, aand eraser on the top. Beam
m and
eraser backk to the original position afteer wiping com
mpleted. Beforee the eraser to w
wipe, CCD cam
mera takes pic
ctures
of the entiire blackboardd. In the prograam, the stains are containedd in the rectanggle. By compuuter processing
g, the
program ddetermine the coordinates oof the stains, PC can calcuulate the uppeer left corner of the rectan
ngle’s
coordinatee, this is the coordinate
c
whhich the eraserr should be reeached. Then the motors reelease pulse siignal,
motors rottate a certain number
n
of turnss, eraser arrivees at the designnated location (Chart 2).
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Chartt 2. Flow chartt
2. Visual A
Acquisition an
nd Control
The autom
matic blackboaard wipe system
m is divided innto two parts of the informaation processinng unit and motion
control unnit, whose harddware selectionn is run around the two partts (Zhang, 20008). The hardw
ware of information
processingg unit involvess to lighting soource, CCD cam
mera, lens, sceene collect carrd & connectioon line parts an
nd so
on, whose main task is too use the imagge in the CCD camera colleccting from the bblackboard, thhen for analysis and
processingg of the acquirred images to obtain the info
fo. The blackbooard is differeent from the baackground color of
the blackbboard surface. Finally
F
output this information to provide the coordinatees for the eraseer wiping execution
reference (Qian, 2005). The motion ccontrol unit inncludes motionn control card,, servo drives,, servo motorss and
whose main tassk is to controol the speed oof the slider by the servo m
motor, make thhe eraser finish
h the
sensors, w
wiping acttion successfull (Yang & Choong, 2007).
The hardw
ware of inform
mation processiing (Deng, 20002; Zhou & W
Wu, 2008) unitt involved maiinly CCD cam
meras,
lenses, fraame grabbers and
a the connecction line acceessories. Motioon control uniit related to thhe hardware mainly
m
have motioon control card, servo drivess, servo motorrs and sensors.. The agency w
will choose the PC system as
a the
hardware ddevelopment platform,
p
the vvisual system w
will choose thee PCI interface frame grabbber and CCD im
mage
sensors, m
motion control system will cchoose the PCII interface mootion control ccard and servoo motion controller.
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The control system software design requires software platform with easy-to-use, modular, standardize and
repeatable development features. Choosing a graphical programming language LabView make it convenient for
maintenance and improvement.
CPU

RAM

Image acquisition card

Hard Drive

Image display card

CCD camera
VGA Monitor
12V DC

Figure 1. The acquisition system
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Image acquisition card

CCD camer
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Figure 2. Control System Design
3. Image processing
Image acquisition is a very important step in the visual collection. Because the unevenness of the CCD
sensitivity and quantizing noise in photovoltaic conversion process is existent, and the reason of light. Actually,
the quality of the image becomes poor, we cannot get a clear image. In order to facilitate the subsequent image
analysis and understanding, it is necessary for image processing.
(1)

Image pretreatment

Image pretreatment contains image smoothing (Grosky & Tamburino, 1990; Sbnchez & Martinez, 2000; Sun &
Fu, 2005) and image sharpening (Cai, Peng, & He, 2003).
The purpose of image smoothing is to suppress the image noise and improve image quality. In the practical
application, the image noise source is come from blackboard surface’s spots and the thermal noise of the flow of
electron. When the noise reaches a certain intensity, will make subsequent image processing work cannot be
carried out, so the image processing smoothing is required. In order to get a better picture of the edge
information, the next is image sharpening. The purpose of sharpening processing of the image is mainly used to
enhance the outline of the edge in the image, details and gradation to form a complete boundary of the object, to
achieve the separation of the object from the image, or indicating that the surface region of the same object is
detected. The Gradient and Laplace operator due to the isotropic nature, and therefore is a commonly used
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method foor sharpening. Gradient metthod is direct, simple, fast ooperation, butt where there is a big chang
ge of
image grayyscale, there iss a gradient’s iimage output, bbut homogeneous regions inn grayscale-scaale gradient vallue is
zero, so thhis method onlyy display the eedge contour w
where there is a big change off image graysccale.
Laplace is also a commoon edge enhancement processsing operator, to enhance booundary contouur. But it shou
uld be
noted that, while using the Laplace ooperator sharpeen the image，the image nooise will be caame together. Then
enhance thhe image edgee will enhancee the image nnoise, the Lapllace image shharpening first image smoothing.
Before Lapplace image shharpening, thee first is imagee smoothing. IIn summary, L
Laplace as the subject sharpe
ening
method is suitable for selection
s
underr the premise of the smoothhed image, thee method can enhance the im
mage
edge, anti--interference, high
h
positioninng accuracy boorder and the eedge of the conntinuous is goood.
(2)

Image segmenntation

b
on somee of the characcteristics of thee image similaarity criteria, ggrouping the im
mage
Image seggmentation is based
pixel, the image plane iss divided into a series of speecial area, it w
will reduce thee data which shhould be proce
essed
by the stagge of the imagge analysis, reecognition, etcc. while retainning the inform
mation about tthe image structure
characterisstics. The papeer uses threshoold method to achieve imagee segmentationn algorithm. T
The threshold is
i the
method w
which we put each pixel too compare witth the threshoold value T, aand we determ
mined its cate
egory
according to whether thee grayscale vallue exceeds thhe threshold vaalue. In this paaper, the peak-tto-valley meth
hod is
determinedd segmentatioon threshold. T
The principle is: If the targget area and tthe backgrounnd area have some
differencess in grayscale image, then thhe histogram oof image graysscale is bimoddal shape, that is to say, the target
t
and background pixel acccording to its probability in the image-graayscale histogrram will form tthe respective crest
and a trough between thhe two peaks ooccurs, so chooose the pixel ggrayscale scale value of the ttrough at the im
mage
segmentatiion can be useed as the threshhold value T (cchart 3). In thiss paper, chalk color and backkground color have
a lot of conntrast, so we can
c get a betterr bimodal patteern.

Chart 3. Image Graysccale
4. Slider-ccrank Mechan
nism Motion A
Analysis (Pu & Ji, 2001)
First, estabblishing a Carttesian coordinate and markinng the vector aand the azimutth of the rods. Known: the eraser
e
width of D
D, A motor drivves beam c, speed is V , the motor C drivees slider-crank perform wipinng action.

Vcy  L1  cos θ

(1)

L3  L1  sin θ  L 2  cosβ

(2)

l2  sin β  l1  cos θ

(3)

(1) The fiirst derivative with respect too time:
α cy  L1  ωsinn ωt

(4)

Blackboarrd eraser in thee midline wipes to repeat D
D/2 traces, wheen the eraser iis horizontal m
movement D/2
2, L1
rotational is half cycle:
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Y

C
β
L3

L2

B

L1
A

X

θ

D
T

2v t 2

(5)

2π
T

(6)

L3  L1  sin θ  cos θ L21  L22

(7)

ω

We can get the conclusion v c , α c , L c :
Vc  Vx  L1  cos ωt
2
v c  v 2x  vcy

= v 2x   L1  cos ωt 

2

α cy  α cy
 L1  ωsin ωt
S c  L1 sin ωt  Vx t  cos ωt L21  L22

Written in the form of a matrix:
 0
L1
Vx   sin ωt   Vx 


  
0
0   cos ωt     c 
 L1ω



  
 L
L21  L22 Vx t   1   Sc 
 1

Already know D=60 mm, L1=100 mm, L2=180 mm, Vx=6 mm/s, we can draw the graphics:
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Figure 3. A
Acceleration Y
Y-axis

Figure 4. T
The velocity Y
Y-axis

Figurre 5. Displacem
ment on the Y--axis direction
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According to the calculation and analysis, we get a conclusion that blackboard erase is able to run smooth, and
complete the expected movement.
5. Summary
Compared with manually wipe, smart wipe has a good effect and runs smooth with good reaction speed. The rate
of rotation of the motor can be set in accordance with the requirements of the wiping speed to suit the
requirements of different occasions.
1)

The smart eraser has a simple structure, easy to operate, easy to obtain raw materials, manufacturing
equipment simple process.

2)

Control functions, and less susceptible to interference, high reliability, ease of use, can make products with
high performance and low cost.

3)

The product is suitable for large, medium and small institutions, the promotion of a certain significance.
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